Enjoy faster reading and better comprehension with less fatigue

1-866-569-8474 • 727-803-8000 (outside US)
Enjoy maximum productivity and comfort in longer working sessions

The multi-featured TOPAZ OCR magnifies and reads aloud any printed document. The clear voice, high-definition magnification and high contrast makes reading so much easier. Comfortably switch from reading magnified texts yourself, to letting the TOPAZ OCR read them to you. Just place your document under the camera and tap the lower right corner of the screen to activate the speech function. Enjoy listening to any document as it is read aloud by your selected high quality voice.

Key Features

- Full HD with 24-inch screen
- Magnification from 1.9x to 67x
- Touch screen monitor: tap the screen to begin reading at any point and from any place in the document
- Displays full pages and automatically identifies the document layout
- Point & Read functionality: intuitive touch interface
- Overview: full letter page viewing
- Assistive reading with automatic text zone recognition
- Over 60 reading voices in 31 languages

For product details, including specifications and warranty, please visit our website.
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